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The increasing significance on the development of high-performance lithium-ion (Li-ion)
batteries is calling for new battery materials, theoretical models, and simulation tools.
Lithiation-induced deformation in electrodes calls attention to study the multiphysics
coupling between mechanics and electrochemistry. In this paper, a simultaneous multi-
scale and multiphysics model to study the coupled electrochemistry and mechanics in the
continuum battery cell level and the microscale particle level was developed and imple-
mented in COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS. In the continuum scale, the porous electrode theory and
the classical mechanics model were applied. In the microscale, the specific particle struc-
ture has been incorporated into the model. This model was demonstrated to study the
effects of mechanical constraints, charging rate, and silicon/C ratio, on the electrochemi-
cal performance. This model provides a powerful tool to perform simultaneous multiscale
and multiphysics design on Li-ion batteries, from the particle level to full-cell level.
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1 Introduction

The importance of low-cost, high-performance electrical energy
storage systems has become increasingly significant in recent
years by the need to accelerate the adoption of electrical vehicles
and ubiquitous portable devices. Consequently, increasing the
energy density of current commercial lithium-ion (Li-ion) bat-
teries has become an important and extensively pursued research
topic. Silicon (Si) is an attractive anode material being closely
scrutinized for use in Li-ion batteries because of its highest-
known theoretical charge capacity of 4200 mAh/g, more than 10
times higher than the current graphite anode Boukamp et al. [1].
However, comparing to the traditional graphite anode, both Si-
containing anode and pure Si anode lead to large volumetric
expansion during lithiation, which may cause the particle cracking
[2–4], failure of adhesives [5,6], and solid electrolyte interface
[7], as well as the stress of the electrode and separator [8].

Encouraged by the promising application of Si-containing
anode, many new technologies have been explored to advance Si
as a practical anode for Li-ion batteries, such as Si nanowires [9],
Si nanoparticles [10], Si nanocomposites [11,12], Si nanotubes
[13], and Si thin films [14,15]. Many theoretical models have
been developed to understand the multiphysics of Li-ion batteries,
particularly for Si-containing anodes where large elastic-plastic
deformation and fracture present. Christensen and Newman [16]
developed a mathematical model to calculate lithiation-induced
volumetric expansion and stress evolution, considering the effect
of pressure-driven diffusion and nonideal interactions between Li
and host materials. Finite deformation models were used to study
the coupling effect of two-way coupling between diffusion and
stress [17,18]. Coupled electrochemical-thermal-mechanical mod-
els have been developed [19]. Plastic deformation [20], aniso-
tropic [21], and phase-separation [22,23] of Si-based anodes were
also studied. Furthermore, Si particle fracture during diffusion
caused by the diffusion-included stress was investigated [24–26].
Stress, diffusion, and deformation coupled models have been uti-
lized to study the lithiation behaviors of particles with different
morphologies [27,28], electrical operations [29,30], and mechani-
cal loadings [31]. Large-scale simulations (e.g., cell scale) to
study the mechanical–electrochemical behavior of the batteries
using reconstructed microstructures [32,33] and homogenization
method [34,35] were conducted.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no simultaneous
multiscale and multiphysics model to capture the mechanical–
electrochemical behavior of the battery cells from the particle
scale with details of different particle morphologies and composi-
tions to cell scales with different mechanical and electrochemical
boundary conditions. Specifically, many models just focus on the
multiphysics coupling in one scale, such as in either particle scale
(e.g., see Refs. [36] and [37]) or thin film electrode scale (e.g., see
Ref. [37]), without multiscale coupling. Some efforts have been
attempted to combine the multiscale and multiphysics by includ-
ing multiple particles in the electrode [38–40], which may lead to
expensive computational costs.

In this paper, we develop an efficient model to simultaneously
study the multiscale and multiphysics of Li-ion full-cell (contains
all the basic battery components, e.g., anode, cathode, separator,
and battery casing) batteries where fully coupled electrochemistry
and mechanics is considered in both scales and physics. In Sec. 2,
we first develop the multiscale and multiphysics model based on
the classical pseudo two-dimensional electrochemical model
[41,42] to describe the electrochemical-mechanical coupling
behavior both in the cell scale (i.e., continuum level) and the parti-
cle scale (i.e., the microscale level). Four specific models are
adopted to describe the multiphysics behaviors in different scales.
To demonstrate this model, various charging and casing condi-
tions are considered in the continuum scale and a core-shell parti-
cle structure is used in the microscale. The following field
variables will be captured in this model. In the continuum scale,
the electrochemical potential, Li concentration, and stress/strain

and deformation of anode and cathode will be computed. In the
microscale, Li concentration, stress/strain, and deformation of the
active particles will be obtained. For Si-anode anode, large defor-
mation is considered. COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS will be utilized to
implement this model, where the microscale model is executed
through extra dimension nodes method. Typical results will be
given in Sec. 3. The influence of practically important design
parameters for Li-ion batteries (e.g., battery casing that providing
mechanical constraints, charging schemes, and Si/C ratio in the
microscale) will be addressed in Sec. 4, followed by concluding
remarks in Sec. 5.

2 A Multiscale and Multiphysics Model

Figure 1 shows the schematic of the simultaneous multiscale
and multiphysics model. This quad chart-liked schematic shows
the key field variables and the nature of coupling. Field variables
in the continuum scale are represented by capitalized letters and
those in the microscale are written in lower-case letters. In the
continuum scale, electrochemistry-related field variables are
potential in the solid (i.e., anode and cathode) Us, potential in the
electrolyte Ue, and Liþ concentration in the electrolyte Ce; and
mechanics-related field variables are stress Rij and strain Wij. The
coupling in the continuum scale is to pass the average Li concen-
tration cave

s from the electrochemical model to the mechanics
model, which introduces lithiation-induced eigen expansion in the
mechanics model. In the microscale, the electrochemical field
variable is Li concentration in the particle cs; and mechanics
model captures hydrostatic stress rh and particle deformation u.
The coupling in the microscale is to pass the Li concentration cs

from the electrochemical model to the mechanics model that leads
to eigen deformation in the mechanics model. In addition to the
multiphysics coupling, the following multiscale couplings are
considered. The electrochemical model in the continuum scale
couples with its counterpart in the microscale by passing the inter-
calation reaction current density I that affects Liþ flux on the sur-
face of the particle in the microscale; and the reverse coupling is
achieved by passing the surface Li concentration (in the particle
csurf

s ) from the microscale to the continuum scale model that
determines the open circuit potential (OCP) of the electrode in the
continuum model. The mechanics model in the continuum scale
passes deformation gradient F to the microscale mechanics model
to determine the localized deformation.

This model forms a closed loop to simultaneously study the
multiscale and multiphysics behavior of Li-ion full cells. For one
scenario, Li-ion batteries with different mechanical constraints
(e.g., different casing conditions) under the same electrochemical
conditions (e.g., charging rate), will generate different stress and
strain in the continuum scale, which will be passed to the micro-
scale where the mechanics and electrochemistry in the particles
are coupled. Different stress and deformation in the particles will
lead to different surface Li concentration, which in turn deter-
mines the electrochemical potential in the continuum scale and
show as the open circuit potential of the battery cell. Finally, the
average Li concentration further affects the stress/strain in the
continuum scale and forms a closed loop. In this scenario,
mechanics and electrochemistry form a two-way strong coupling
with the influence from the microscale structure to the perform-
ance of the battery full cells in the continuum scale.

In this section, the governing equations for each level and the
corresponding physics will be described.

2.1 Electrochemical Model in the Continuum Scale. The
porous electrode theory [41,42] was used to describe the electro-
chemistry in the continuum scale and is briefly provided here. The
porous electrode theory considers electrolyte thoroughly wetting
the cathode and anode through the pores, and thus superimposes
the electrolyte and electrodes as continua. Electrolyte and electro-
des are liquid and solid phases in the superimposed continua,
respectively. This theory has three fundamental field variables,
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namely potential in the solid phase (i.e., anode and cathode) Us,
potential in the liquid phase Ue, and Liþ concentration in the
liquid phase Ce.

The intercalation occurs at the solid/liquid interface with cur-
rent density I, which can be given by the Bulter–Volmer equation,
i.e.,

I ¼ I0 exp
aaFg
RT

� �
� exp � acFg

RT

� �� �
(1)

Here, I0 is the exchange current density and g is the overpotential,
which are given by

I0 ¼ Fkaa
c kac

a cmax
s � csurf

s

� 	
csurf

s

� 	ac Ce

Cref
e

� �aa

(2)

g ¼ Us � Ue � Erefðcsurf
s Þ (3)

where F is Faraday’s constant, R is the gas constant, T is the tem-
perature, kc is the cathodic rate constant, ka is the anodic rate con-
stant, ac is the cathodic transfer coefficient, aa is the anodic
transfer coefficient, csurf

s is the surface Li concentration in the par-
ticle passed by the microscale model, cmax

s is the maximum Li
concentration in the particle, Cref

e is the reference value of Liþ

concentration in the electrolyte, Eref is the OCP as a function of
csurf

s . Here, subscript “s” represents the solid phase in the superim-
posed continua. For composite electrodes with i-substances, such
as a composite silicon (Si)/C anode electrode, cs;i is used to
describe the Li concentration in the ith substance.

In the superimposed continua, there are two charge currents,
namely current density Ie for the liquid phase and Is for the solid
phase, and one Liþ flux density Je for the liquid phase. The con-
servation of charges and mass defines the equilibrium equations

r � Ie ¼ asI (4)

r � Is ¼ �asI (5)

ee
@Ce

@t
¼ �r � Je þ

asI

F
(6)

Here, as ¼ 3es=rp is the active surface area per unit electrode vol-
ume, where ee and es are the volume fraction of the liquid and
solid phases in the superimposed continua, respectively; rp is the
radius of the particle.

The kinetics of the current density and Liþ flux density is given
by the gradient of potential and/or concentration. In the liquid
phase of the superimposed continua, the current density Ie and the
lithium flux density Je are given by

Ie ¼ �jeff
e rUe �

2RT

F
1þ d ln f6

d ln Ce

� �
1� tþð Þr ln Ce

� �
(7)

Je ¼ �Deff
e rCe þ

tþ
F

Ie (8)

where both the potential gradient- and concentration gradient-
driven mechanisms are included. In the solid phase of the super-
imposed continua, the current density Is is given by

Is ¼ �jeff
s rUs (9)

which is driven by the potential gradient. The involved material
parameters are: the effective electrical conductivity of the liquid
phase jeff

e ¼ jee1:5
e with je as the electrical conductivity of the

electrolyte, the molar activity coefficient 1þ ðd ln f6=d ln CeÞ to
account for deviations from ideal behavior in a mixture of chemi-
cal substances, the transfer data tþ as the fraction of the total elec-
trical current carried by Liþ in an electrolyte, the effective Liþ

diffusion coefficient of the liquid phase Deff
e ¼ Dee1:5

e with De as
the Liþ diffusion coefficient in the electrolyte, and the effective
electrical conductivity of the solid phase jeff

s ¼ jse1:5
s where js is

the electrical conductivity of the solid.
The electrochemistry model in the continuum scale can be

implemented in COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS via its Li-ion battery module.
Given that the battery cell does not have large deformation during
charging/discharging and mechanical loading, it is not necessary
to differentiate undeformed and deformed states, and thus all vari-
ables are just true variables.

2.2 Mechanics Model in the Continuum Scale. The classi-
cal equilibrium is used, r � R ¼ 0, where R is the stress in the

Fig. 1 Illustration of the present multiscale and multiphysics models. Key field variables and the way of coupling across two
physics (i.e., electrochemistry and mechanics) and two scales (i.e., battery cell in the continuum scale and particles in micro-
scale) are presented.
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continuum scale. The electrodes are modeled as linear elastic iso-
tropic materials with the constitutive relations as Rij ¼ Kijkl

ðWkl �WeigendklÞ, where Kijkl is the effective stiffness tensor of the
electrodes, Wkl is the strain, and Weigen represents the
intercalation-induced eigen strain

Weigen ¼ aDcave
s (10)

Here, a is the coefficient of lithiation expansion and cave
s is the

average Li concentration. For a composite electrode, rule of mix-
ture can be used to determine the average Li concentration, which
in turn determines a. Specifically, the average Li concentration for
a Si/C anode with Si/C volume ratio c is given by Dcave

s ¼
cDcave

s;Si þ ð1� cÞDcave
s;C , and effective partial molar volume Xeff

can be given by Xeff ¼ ðXSicDcave
s;Si þ XCð1� cÞDcave

s;C=Dcave
s Þ,

where XSi and XC are partial molar volume of Si and C, respec-
tively. Thus, the coefficient of lithiation expansion a is obtained
as

a ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ XeffDcave

s
3
p

�1

Dcave
s

(11)

The mechanics model in the continuum scale can be imple-
mented in COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS via its solid mechanics module.
For the same reason, as in electrochemistry model in the contin-
uum scale, all variables in this model are just true variables.

2.3 Electrochemistry in the Microscale. Nominal variables,
that are defined based on undeformed state, are used in the micro-
scale model given that Si-containing electrodes have large defor-
mation. Specifically, cs is the nominal Li concentration in the
particle, js is the nominal Li flux, and x is the undeformed coordi-
nate. For the composite electrode (e.g., Si/C anode), there are
more than one substance in the electrode. It is necessary to differ-
entiate variables in each substance, such as cs;Si and js;C. However,
to make the text concise, we do not specifically differentiate sub-
stances in the governing equations that are in fact applied to indi-
vidual substance.

The conservation of Li in a particle is given by

@cs

@t
þ @js

@x
¼ 0 (12)

and js is related to the gradient of chemical potential via

js ¼ �Mcs
@l
@x

(13)

where M is the mobility of Li and l is the chemical potential of Li
in a substance. The chemical potential is written as

l ¼ lðcsÞ � Xrh (14)

where lðcsÞ is the Li concentration dependent chemical potential,
X is the partial molar volume for each substance (i.e., XSi and
XC), and rh ¼ ð1=3ÞtrðrÞ is the hydrostatic pressure. The chemi-
cal potential lðcsÞ relates to the open circuit potential Eref via

lðcsÞ ¼ lðLiÞ � FEref (15)

where lðLiÞ is the chemical potential of Li metal. The mobility M
is related to the Li concentration and can be written as

M ¼ M0 1� cs

cmax
s

� �
(16)

where M0 ¼ D0=RT is the lithium mobility in the solid with dilute
lithium concentration, and D0 is the lithium diffusion in solid
(e.g., Si or C).

For the spherical particles, the general governing Eqs.
(12)–(16) can be degenerated to a spherical symmetry problem
using r as the coordinate in the radial direction in an undeformed
configuration. For example, the conservation law (i.e., Eq. (12))
becomes

@cs

@t
þ 1

r2

@ r2js

� 	
@r

¼ 0 (17)

To implement the electrochemistry in the microscale along its
counterpart in the continuum scale, extra dimension nodes method
was used [43]. Extra dimension nodes are chosen from the
continuum model and each extra dimension node carries the elec-
trochemical variables (e.g., intercalation current I) and mechanics
variables (e.g., deformation gradient F) from the continuum
model, and is governed by the governing equations in the micro-
scale (i.e., Eqs. (12)–(17)), as shown in Fig. 2. The extra dimen-
sion nodes method is implemented in COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS via its
weak form of the governing equations. By introducing a test func-
tion ĉs, the weak form of Eq. (17) is given by

ð
r

@cs

@t
þ 1

r2

@r2js

@r

� �
ĉsdr ¼ 0 (18)

The detailed structure of the particle now can be captured. For
example, the C-core and Si-shell structure can be reflected by per-
forming the integration of Eq. (18) in individual C and Si
domains. It should be emphasized here that r is the coordinate in
the radial direction defined in the undeformed state; and thus,
these equations are evaluated in the undeformed state while the
concentrations (i.e., c’s) are nominal variables. For C-core with
radius rC, Eq. (18) becomes

ðrC

0

�r2 @cs;C

@t
ĉs;C þ r2AC

@cs;C

@r

@ĉs;C

@r
þ r2BC

@rh;C

@r

@ĉs;C

@r

� �
dr

¼ r2ĉs;C AC
@cs;C

@r
þ BC

@rh;C

@r

� �rC

0

(19)

where

A ¼ D0F

RT

cs

cmax
s

� �
cmax

s � cs

� 	 @Eref

@cs
(20)

B ¼ D0

RT

cs

cmax
s

� �
cmax

s � cs

� 	
X (21)

Fig. 2 Illustration of extra dimension nodes to handle multi-
scale models. At each extra dimension node, the detailed
microscale structure (e.g., a C-core/Si-shell structure) can be
considered. A spherical symmetry particle can be treated as a
one-dimensional problem. Weak form was used to implement
the extra dimension nodes method in COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS.
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With the subscript “C” for C-core, the variables in Eqs. (20)
and (21) will take the corresponding values for C-core, for exam-
ple cs will be cs;C and X will be XC. For Si-shell with inner radius
rC and other radius rp, the similar equation can be obtained as

ðrp

rC

�r2 @cs;Si

@t
ĉs;Si þ r2ASi

@cs;Si

@r

@ĉs;Si

@r
þ r2BSi

@rh;Si

@r

@ĉs;Si

@r

� �
dr

¼ r2ĉs;Si ASi

@cs;Si

@r
þ BSi

@rh;Si

@r

� �rp

rC

(22)

ASi and BSi will be given by Eqs. (20) and (21). At the interface of
the C-core and Si-shell, the continuity condition for chemical
potential is applied

lC ¼ lSi at r ¼ rC (23)

The boundary conditions and the initial conditions are

@cs;C

@r
¼ 0 at r ¼ 0 (24)

js ¼
I

F
at r ¼ rp (25)

csðrÞ ¼ cinitial
s at t ¼ 0 (26)

Here, the intercalation current density I is passed from the electro-
chemical model in the continuum scale (i.e., Eq. (1)), and cinitial

s is
the initial Li concentration in C and Si.

It should be noted that the present model does not consider the
phase transformation that has been observed through in situ transmis-
sion electron microscope observations for Si anodes. This treatment
can be justified for the following reasons. Si that is used in many
Li-ionbatteries is amorphous Si, rather than crystalline Si that exhibits
phase transformation. A recent study [44] based on a realistic battery
geometry has shown that amorphous Si anode remains amorphous
(i.e., one phase), and the previously reported two-phase reaction for
amorphous Si is actually due to the extremely large charging rate
using the in situ transmission electron microscope setup [45].

2.4 Mechanics Model in the Microscale. The mechanical
model in the microscale is to solve lithiation-induced stress,

Fig. 3 Li-ion battery full cell modeling results using the present multiscale and multiphysics models: (a) geometry and bound-
ary conditions of the model, (b) OCP curves for LiNi1/3Mn1/3Co1/3O2 (NMC) cathode, C, and Si anodes, which are provided to the
model as inputs, (c) simulated OCV–SOC curve of the Li-ion battery, (d) contour plot of surface Li concentration in the contin-
uum scale when SOC 5 0.98, (e) contour plot of von Mises stress in the continuum scale when SOC 5 0.98, (f)—(h) Li concentra-
tion, hydrostatic stress, and radial deformation, respectively, of a C-core/Si-shell particle at one particular extra dimension node
(in the microscale) chosen from (e), (i) the evolution of normalized average Li concentration (i.e., cave

s /cmax
s ) in anode (C-core and

Si-shell) and cathode as a function of SOC in the continuum scale, (j) contour plot of Li concentration as a function of deformed
radius r /rp of the particle and SOC in the microscale, (k) contour plot of the hydrostatic stress as a function of deformed radius
r /rp of the particle and SOC in the microscale, and (l)–(n) volumetric deformation, stress, and Li surface concentration in anode
as a function of normalized thickness of the anode and SOC in the continuum scale, respectively

Journal of Applied Mechanics APRIL 2019, Vol. 86 / 041005-5



strain, and displacement fields. For a spherical particle, the equi-
librium equation becomes

drr

dr
þ 2

r
rr � rhð Þ ¼ 0 (27)

Linear elasticity is considered here, and the constitutive relation
gives

rij ¼ 2Geij þ kekkdij �
aE

1� 2�
Dcsdij (28)

where G is the shear modulus, k is the Lam�e constant, a is the
coefficient of lithiation expansion (Eq. (11)), E is the elastic mod-
ulus, and Dcs ¼ cs � cinitial

s . Concentration-dependent moduli have
been considered. For the C-core and Si-shell structure, the follow-
ing boundary conditions are used:

ur;C is bounded at r ¼ 0 (29)

ur;Si ¼ ur;C at r ¼ rC

rh;Si ¼ rh;C at r ¼ rC
(30)

ur;Si ¼ ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
detF

3
p

�1Þrp at r ¼ rp (31)

The similar extra dimension nodes method is used to implement
the mechanics model in the microscale in COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS

shown in Fig. 2.

3 Case Study

Now, this multiscale and multiphysics model will be applied
to study a full cell. The cell consists of C-core/Si-shell compos-
ite anode, NMC cathode, a separator, LiFP6 electrolyte, and a
cell casing (Fig. 3(a)). The material and geometry parameters
are summarized in Table 1. Among these parameters, Fig. 3(b)
provides the OCPs Erefðcs;SiÞ, Erefðcs;CÞ, and Erefðcs;NMCÞ, for Si,
C, and NMC electrodes Boukamp et al., respectively, which will
be used in the continuum scale (Eq. (3)) and the microscale
electrochemical model (Eq. (20)). Solid mechanics and Li-ion
battery modules are used. Given that NMC cathode has small
deformation during charge/discharge, the coupling between elec-
trochemistry and mechanics is not considered and the NMC
cathode was modeled by the classical pseudo two-dimensional
electrochemical model [41,42] and the lithiation eigen expansion
was not considered. In total, 2244 quadrilateral elements were
applied on the continuum scale and 16 edge elements were
applied on the microscale. The multiscale and multiphysics
model was applied on a C-core/Si-shell anode (this model can
also be used for Si-core/C-shell anode) with 0.1 Si/C volume
ratio. 0.1 C charging rate was used in the simulation. The casing
material is 70-lm in thickness and has elastic modulus 1.5 GPa
(similar to aluminum laminated polyethylene film). The mechan-
ical boundary conditions were applied on the bottom of the bat-
tery full cell to prevent rigid-body motions. Distinct components
of the battery cell (i.e., anode, cathode, separator, casing) were
connected through sharing nodes.

Table 1 Material and geometry parameters used in the case study

Parameters Value Reference

Electrochemistry in continuum scale
Cathode thickness Hcathode 60 lm
Anode thickness Hanode 40 lm
Separator thickness Hseparator 9 lm
Length of the battery 1 mm
Volume fraction of solid in cathode es;cathode 0.6
Volume fraction of liquid in cathode ee;cathode 0.23
Volume fraction of solid in anode es;anode 0.59
Volume fraction of liquid anode ee;anode 0.24
Electrical conductivity of cathode js;cathode 100 S=m [46]
Electrical conductivity of anode js;anode 1 S=m [47,48]
Initial Liþ concentration in electrolyte, Cinitial

e 1000 mol=m3 [49]
Diffusion coefficient in electrolyte De 7:5� 10�11 m2=s [49]
Conductivity of electrolyte je f ðCeÞ [49]
Transference data tþ 0.363 [49]

Mechanics in the continuum scale
Modulus of cathode Ecathode 182 MPa [50]
Modulus of anode Eanode 140 MPa [50]
Modulus of separator Eseparator 262 MPa [51]

Electrochemistry in the microscale
Maximum Li concentration in Si cmax

s;Si 278; 000 mol=m3 [47]

Maximum Li concentration in C, cmax
s;C 31; 507 mol=m3 [48]

Diffusion coefficient in Si, DSi 1:67� 10�14 m2=s [52,53]
Diffusion coefficient C, DC 1� 10�9 m2=s [54]
Open circuit potential of C, Erefðcs;CÞ Fig. 3(b) [48]
Open circuit potential of Si, Erefðcs;SiÞ Fig. 3(b) [47]
Open circuit potential of NMC, Erefðcs;NMCÞ Fig. 3(b) [46]
Radius of C/Si composite, rp 10 lm
Si volume ratio, c 0.1
Radius of C, rC

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� c3
p

rp

Radius of NMC 6 lm
Mechanics in the microscale
Partial molar volume of Si XSi 9� 10�6 m3=mol [52]
Partial molar volume of C XC 3:17� 10�6 m3=mol [55]
Modulus of Si (LixSi) ESiðcs;SiÞ [44]
Modulus of C (LixC6) 19:25þ 82:23 x GPa [55]
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The simulation results are given in Figs. 3(c)–3(n). Figure 3(c)
shows the charging profile with initial open circuit voltage (OCV)
3.2 V when the state of charge (SOC) equals zero. The initial volt-
age 3.2 V (SOC¼ 0) is related to the initial Li concentration of
anode and cathode. The charging stops (i.e., SOC¼ 1) when
the normalized Li concentration cs;NMC=cmax

s;NMC drops to 5%

(Fig. 3(b)), and the OCV at the fully charged state reaches 4.2 V.
Figures 3(d) and 3(e) show the contour plots of surface Li concen-

tration csurf
s and von Mises stress RMises in the continuum scale

when SOC¼ 0.98. Since a slow change rate 0.1 C is used, the sur-

face Li concentration csurf
s is fairly uniform in both anode and

cathode. Note that csurf
s near the separator is slightly higher

because of the gradient of the electrolyte concentration Ce. Given

a C-core/Si-shell structure, the surface Li concentration csurf
s is

actually csurf
s;Si and almost achieves the maximum Li concentration

in Si cmax
s;Si ¼ 278; 000 mol=m3 (Table 1), which suggests that the

anode almost reaches its lowest potential. In Fig. 3(e), because of
the constraint from the casing, all members in a battery cell have
stress caused by the lithiation eigen expansion of the anode.
The stress level in anode is much larger than that in cathode. The
stress concentration occurs at the edge of the separator because
of the swelling of the anode and larger stiffness of the separator.
Figures 3(f)–3(h) show the Li concentration, stress, radial defor-
mation, respectively, of a C-core/Si-shell particle at one extra
dimension node (in the microscale) chosen in Fig. 3(e). As seen in
Fig. 3(f), Li concentrations in Si-shell and C-core are fairly uni-
form but cs;Si almost achieve cmax

s;Si while cs;C is only about 60% of

the fully charged state cmax
s;C . The explanation is that since Si-shell

and C-core have the same potential at the C/Si interface
(Eq. (23)), higher OCP of Si than C (Fig. 3(b)) leads to higher Li
concentration in Si than that in C. The hydrostatic stress in the
microscale is approximately uniform (Fig. 3(g)). Figure 3(h)
shows that there is about 1.6% increase in the diameter of the par-
ticle and radius increases from 10 lm to 10.16 lm. To further

explain Fig. 3(f), Fig. 3(i) shows the evolution of normalized
average Li concentration (i.e., cave

s =cmax
s ) in anode (C-core and

Si-shell) and cathode as a function of SOC in the continuum
scale. During charging (SOC increasing), Li concentration in
cathode drops linearly, while Li concentrations in C and Si are
nonlinear. Under the same SOC, the normalized average Li con-
centration in Si is much higher than that in C because Si has
higher OCP than C (Fig. 3(b)). The average Li concentration in
Si almost increases to the maximum value cmax

s;Si at 40% SOC.

For C, the Li concentration is quite low before 40% SOC and
then increases with a higher rate afterward. It is apparent that
Liþ is charged to Si then to C. Even at the fully charged state
(SOC¼ 100%), C does not achieve its maximum capacity. It is
caused by the inappropriate ratio between cathode and anode.
One possible solution to this problem is to have more cathode
materials or less C anode.

To show the coupled deformation and Li concentration in the
microscale, Fig. 3(j) provides a contour plot of Li concentration as
a function of deformed radius r=rp of the particle and SOC. It is
apparent that Li concentration is fairly uniform in each material
and Si has a much higher Li concentration than C at any SOCs. A
clear interface between C-core and Si-shell can be observed. The
swelling of Si-shell initially squeezes C-core at low SOC and then
saturates when SOC reaches 40%, followed by small swelling of
C. The total expansion of Si is similar with the experiment devel-
oped by Liu et al. [56]. Figure 3(k) shows a contour plot of hydro-
static stress as a function of radial deformation and SOC. It is
apparent that stress increases with SOC and has a uniform distri-
bution along the radial direction for all SOCs.

Figures 3(l)–3(n) show the volumetric deformation, stress, and
Li surface concentration in anode as a function of normalized
thickness of the anode and SOC in the continuum scale. These
three figures all suggest that at a given SOC, there is no apparent
gradient in the thickness direction. The deformation, stress, and Li
concentration increase with SOC and saturate at about 40% SOC.

Fig. 4 Effects of mechanical constraints on the battery performance: (a) simulated OCV–SOC
curves, (b) difference in Li concentration in Si-shell and C-core, and (c) the average radial
deformation of particles in microscale for different mechanical constraints, and (d) contour
plot of volumetric expansion of the anode in the continuum scale as a function of SOC and
normalized thickness of anode for the ideally rigid casing condition
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After that, Si-shell has been fully charged and C-core has smaller
capacity and swelling, which barely change these variables.

4 Effects of Mechanical Constraints, Electrochemical

Boundary Conditions, and Microscale Particles on

Battery Performance

In this section, we will utilize the developed model to perform
multiscale and multiphysics battery design by studying the effects
of mechanical constraints, electrochemical boundary conditions,
and microscale particles on the battery performance. Since the
developed model is multiscale, we can study the factors from the
macroscopic scale (i.e., mechanical constraints and electrochemi-
cal boundary conditions) and from the microscale (i.e., particle
composition). The emphasis of this section will be on the coupling
among different multiphysics fields.

4.1 The Effects of Mechanical Constraints. Stainless steel,
aluminum, and aluminum laminated polyethylene films are the
most commonly used materials for battery casing. Different cas-
ing materials and thickness lead to different mechanical con-
straints for the battery cell. In this section, we studied the effects
of different casing materials, e.g., aluminum laminated

polyethylene film (modulus 1.5 GPa), steel (modulus 200 GPa),
and ideally rigid materials, with thickness of 0.07 mm, on the mul-
tiphysics response of battery cells. 0.1 C charging rate was used.
Si/C ratio in anode was 0.1.

Figure 4(a) shows the voltage–SOC curves for different
mechanical constraints. It seems that there are very small differen-
ces for different casing materials. At SOC¼ 80%, only 0.25%
difference in voltage is observed between using ideally rigid
materials and aluminum laminated polyethylene films as the cas-
ing materials. Different mechanical constraints will cause differ-
ent stress levels in the electrodes, which will in turn affect the
diffusion and thus Li surface concentration and voltage. Under the
same SOC, the battery cell with ideally rigid casing has a slightly
higher voltage than other casing conditions because of the slightly
higher stress in electrodes, which leads to relatively larger gradi-
ent in Li concentration between surface and interior of the par-
ticles. This can be further explained by Fig. 4(b) showing the
difference in Li concentration in Si-shell and C-core. Figure 4(b)
shows that rigid constraint leads to larger spatial difference of Li
concentration in Si-shell. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) suggest that
mechanical constraints seem to play a very minor role in the elec-
trochemical performance. However, two points must be empha-
sized here. First, the current model has only one layer of anode
and one layer of cathode, while practical battery full cells have

Fig. 5 Effects of charging rate on the battery performance: (a) simulated OCV–SOC curves,
(b) difference in Li concentration in Si-shell and C-core, (c) the average radial deformation of
particles in microscale, and (d) average Li concentration in anode and cathode for different
charging rates, and (e) contour plot of volumetric swelling of anode as a function of SOC and
normalized anode thickness for 1 C charging rate
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tens of layers of anode and cathode, which will cause stress con-
centration and magnify the effects of mechanical constrains on
voltage. Thus, a few percent differences in voltage using different
mechanical constraints are expected for real battery cells. Second,
a few percent differences in voltage cannot be neglected because
small voltage difference may lead to accumulated effects in bat-
tery packs and for many charging/discharging cycles. This result
actually suggests that for battery design, the effect of mechanical
constraints on the voltage of battery cells should be considered.

Figure 4(c) shows the average radial deformation of particles in
microscale, normalized by the initial radius of C-core and Si-
shell. Mechanical constraints lead to apparent difference in the
microscale deformation. With less constraint (modulus 1.5 GPa),
Si-shells tend to swell outward and do not severally squeeze the
C-core inward. With more constraint (ideally rigid), Si-shells have
to squeeze the C-core inward to accommodate the volumetric
deformation. Figure 4(d) gives the contour plot of volumetric
expansion of the anode in the continuum scale as a function of
SOC and normalized thickness of anode for the ideally rigid
casing condition. As compared with the similar contour plot in
Fig. 3(l) for aluminum laminated polyethylene casing with 107%
volumetric swelling, rigid casing has less volumetric swelling of
104%.

4.2 Effects of Charging Rate. Figure 5 shows the effects of
charging rate using aluminum laminated polyethylene as the cas-
ing material. Figure 5(a) shows voltage–SOC curves for three
charging rates, 0.1 C, 0.5 C, and 1 C. As expected, charging rate
has strong effects on voltage–SOC curves. At the same SOC,
higher charging rate leads to higher voltage. The mechanism is
that charging rate affects Liþ diffusion, thus surface concentra-
tion, and eventually voltage of the cell. When compared with
Fig. 4(a), it is obvious that charging rate has a more prominent
effect than mechanical constraint. The larger spatial gradients in
Li concentration for both C-core and Si-shell under 1 C charging
rate are shown in Fig. 5(b), as compared with that for 0.1 C charg-
ing rate.

Figure 5(c) shows the average radial deformation of all particles
in microscale, normalized by the initial radius of C-core or Si-
shell. Surprisingly, there is no difference in the average particle
deformation among different charging rates we studied (i.e.,
below 1 C charging rate). This is because that the average Li con-
centrations in anode and cathode are almost unchanged with dif-
ferent charging rate (Fig. 5(d)), though there is spatial gradient in
the radial direction (Fig. 5(b)). Under the same SOC, there will be
the same amount of Li stored in cathode or anode and does not
depend on charging rate. Thus, the charging rate only affects the
spatial gradient but not the average deformation. Figure 5(e)
shows the contour plot of volumetric swelling of anode as a func-
tion of SOC and normalized anode thickness for 1 C charging
rate. When compared with Fig. 3(l) (0.1 C charging rate), it can be
found that they have the same maximum volumetric swelling,
while different spatial gradients (i.e., larger swelling close to the
separator for 1 C charging rate) were present.

Figure 6 shows the combined effects of mechanical constraints
and charging rates. In Fig. 6(a), for lower SOC¼ 0.25, the influen-
ces of mechanical constraints at different charging rate are all
very small. With the increasing of SOC (0.5 for Fig. 6(b) and 0.75
for Fig. 6(c)), the mechanical constraints seem to play a more
important role for higher charging rate. This result suggests that
the contribution of mechanical constraints on electrochemical
performance many need more thorough studies for the develop-
ment of fast-charging batteries since small voltage variation for a
battery pack with many cells poses challenges on power
management.

4.3 Effect of Si/C Ratio and Mechanical Constraints. The
present method is now applied to study the effects of Si/C ratio in
the microscale on the electrochemical performance in the contin-
uum scale. Aluminum laminated polyethylene was used as the
casing material, and 0.1 C charging rate was used. Though the
Si/C ratio was changed in the simulation, the thickness of cathode
and anode kept constant. Figure 7(a) shows that with the increas-
ing of Si/C ratio from 0.1 to 0.4 (this model was not used for a
higher Si/C ratio, because the extreme large deformation leads to
no convergence of the simulation), under the same SOC, the volt-
age drops. Because of the high OCP of Si (Fig. 3(b)), the OCV
drops for high Si/C ratio. Figure 7(b) shows the average radial
deformation of all particles in microscale, normalized by the ini-
tial radius of C-core or Si-shell for different Si/C ratio. As
expected, anode with high Si/C ratio has larger radial deforma-
tion. When Si/C ratio is 0.4, the deformation of Si-shell does not
reach saturation and C-core experiences about 10% compression
in the radial direction. The average Li concentrations in cathode
and anode are shown in Fig. 7(c). It is found that with increasing
Si/C ratio, for Si/C ratio 0.4, Si-shell only achieved about 50% of
its maximum capacity and C-core was just lightly charged. This
result suggests that for high Si/C ratio, more cathode materials
should be provided to accommodate higher capacity of the anode.

We also studied the coupling effects of mechanical constraints
(in the continuum scale) and Si/C ratio (in the microscale) on the
OCV of the battery cell (in the continuum scale), as shown in
Fig. 8. There are two main findings. The first one is that higher

Fig. 6 Coupled effects of mechanical constraints and charging
rates on the battery performance. Simulated OCV for different
mechanical constraints and charging rates under different
SOC, with (a) SOC 5 0.25, (b) SOC 5 0.5, and (c) SOC 5 0.75.
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Si/C ratio leads to lower OCVs for all studied mechanical con-
straints, which is consistent with that in Fig. 7(a). The second one
is that high Si/C ratio enlarges the effects of mechanical con-
straints on voltage. For example, at SOC¼ 0.95 in Fig. 8(d), the
voltage difference between the ideally rigid constraint and alumi-
num laminated polyethylene increases from 0.2% to 0.4%. This
results future shows the importance of mechanical constraints on

the development of high-capacity and fast-charging battery cells
and packs.

5 Conclusions

A simultaneous multiscale and multiphysics model to study the
coupled electrochemistry and mechanics in the continuum battery

Fig. 8 Coupled effects of mechanical constraints and Si/C ratios on battery performance. Simulated OCV for different
mechanical constraints and Si/C ratios under different SOC, with (a) SOC 5 0.25, (b) SOC 5 0.5, (c) SOC 5 0.75, and (d)
SOC 5 0.95.

Fig. 7 Effects of Si/C ratio on the battery performance: (a) simulated OCV–SOC curves, (b)
the average radial deformation of particles in microscale, and (c) normalized average Li con-
centration in anode and cathode for different charging rates
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cell level and the microscale particle level was developed and
numerically implemented. In the continuum scale, the porous
electrode theory and the classical mechanics model were applied.
In the microscale, the specific particle structure (e.g., Si-shell and
C-core) has been incorporated into the model and the large deforma-
tion was considered for Si-containing anode. The extra dimension
nodes method was used for the multiscale modeling. This model
was implemented in COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS. This model was demon-
strated to study the effects of mechanical constraints, charging rate,
and Si/C ratio, on the electrochemical performance. This model can
provide a powerful tool to perform multiscale and multiphysics
design on Li-ion batteries, from the particle level to cell level.

Moreover, this model can be extended to consider more impor-
tant aspects in the multiscale and multiphysics behavior of Li-ion
batteries. For example, the binder materials have not been explic-
itly considered in the present model, which can be included in the
microscale model through another coating layer on the particle,
and thus the interfacial debonding and the effect of binder modu-
lus can be captured. Another aspect that the present model did not
capture yet is the plastic deformation of the electrodes (in the con-
tinuum scale) and the particles (in the microscale). Plasticity in
the continuum scale [57,58] can be readily integrated to the
model. Though challenging, to incorporate the plasticity in the
particle scale [20,59], the entire mechanics model in the micro-
scale needs to be redeveloped (via weak form). Further develop-
ments can be conducted based on the present model to study more
practically important problems for Li-ion battery cells and packs.
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